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*String Quartet (1982) 
in one movement 

**String Quartet No. 5 (1982) 
in one movement 

PROGRAM 

Intermission 

String Quartet No. 8, Op. 233 (1980) 
in one movement 

*World Premiere 
**Texas Premiere 

Mel Powell 

Milton Babbitt 

Ernst Krenek 

Photographing and sound recording are prohibited. We further request that audible paging 
devices not be used during the performance. Paging arrangements may be made with the 
ushers. 
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MEL POWELL: STRING QUARTET (1982) 

The work was composed for the Composers String Quartet, the Sequoia String Quartet, 
and the Thouvenel String Quartet, under a Consortium Grant from the National 
Endowment for the Arts that commissioned this quartet and quartets by Milton Babbitt and 
Elliot Carter. 

It is played through as a single movement with clearly differentiated subdivisions. 
Running time is about eleven minutes. 

An overall progression from greater to lesser multiplicity is carried out in diverse terms 
and on several levels. Most conspicuous in this regard is the textural reduction from 
tangles at the opening to unisonous assertion near the close. Through other, formerly 
analogous needs, the principal section within themselves mirror that progression. 

The String Quartet is an instance of modular composition. This is a venerable genre that 
houses composers' unigenous compulsions. Over the centuries sustaining an art at the 
opposite pole of mindlessness, it has fostered processes and principles of organizations such 
as isorhythm, fugue, passacaglia, theme and variations, twelve tone composition, 
multidimensional set techniques, and so on. Listeners who enjoy a nodding (while staying 
awake) acquaintance with such musical thought may discern, even on a first hearing, the 
interplay of the generic and idiosyncratic in the present case. 

Preliminary sketches had outlined a multimovement work running about thirty-five 
minutes. Traces remain in the form of the present subdivisions. But the early drafts were 
soon threatening a span of time for performance resembling that of the uncut Ring. At last 
all is compacted drastically, in the light of Frans Hemsterhuis' famous definition of The 
Beautiful as the greatest number of ideas in the shortest space of time. 

What remains (beautiful or not) confronts the players with a substantial array of 
challenges. This occasion, then, marks a moment appropriate for celebrating the presence 
among us of these extraordinary performing artists . 

MILTON BABBI!T: STRING QUARTET NO. 5 (1982) 
My Fifth String Quartet was completed in May or June (if one includes the completion of 

the copying of the score) of 1982. It is dedicated to the Sequoia String Quartet, and was 
composed for them, the Composers String Quartet, and the Thouvenel String Quartet, 
under the Consortium Commissioning Program of the National Endowment for the Arts. 

Like the three string quartets which preceded it, the Fifth Quartet is in a single 
movement, with sections which are to greater and lesser degrees most immediately 
demarcated by timbral, registral, and tempo distinctions, individually and in conjunction. 
However, the tempo differentiations are relatively slight, employed more to equate the 
overall rhythmic motion among the "sections" than to contrast them, since more striking 
changes of motion tend to occur in the small and therefore, for practical reasons, are 
"composed out" within a single indicated tempo. 

Perhaps the most evident articulation occurs about halfway through the work, where the 
instrumental dispositions and associations are altered, but in this case, too, the change is 
likely to be perceived, at least initially, as less abrupt and immediate than as gradual and 
emergent. 

But if there are not extended dimensionally coordinated repetitions creating familiar 
patterns of putative "form," the composition assumes "form" and "shape" by the 
continual, progressive, expanding interplay of recollective and predictive self-references, 
which should serve comparably the musical memory of the attentive listener. 

If this quartet seems rhythmically less complex than some other of my recent work, it is 
perhaps because its temporal properties derive more directly and extensively from its basic 
pitch structure, rather than that both the pitch and temporal dimensions are appositely 
analogous interpretations and realizations of the same underlying ordering. 



ERNST KRENEK: STRING QUARTET NO. 8 OP. 233 (1980) 

The String Quartet No. 8 originated upon a suggestion by the Thouvenel String 
Quartet, who have my previous seven quartets in their repertoire after having played them 
at the Santa Barbara Festival in April 1979, and later in New York City. (The Thouvenel 
gave the World Premiere of the 8th Quartet in Carnegie Recital Hall last June.) 

The work, of about 26 minutes duration, is being played without interruption. 
Approximately ten sections may be roughly identified. The first (21 bars) consists of a 
12-tone sequence imitated by its inversion, and has the character of a theme, although it is 
not being used as such, and only alluded to sporadically. Sections 2, 4, 6 and 9 are 
prevailingly animated, the last of a somewhat turbulent, chaotic character. Sections 3 (with 
some elements of canonic imitation), 7 and 8 are generally slow. The remaining sections, to 
an extent of transitional character, have steady, moderate motion in even beats, groups of 
tones simultaneously played with shifting accent patterns, and disjointed fragmentary 
elements. Section 10 is a replica of 1 in retrograde form. The idiom of the work may be 
classified as free atonality, occasionally crystallizing in dodecaphonic shapes. 

The quartet was written during the second half of 1980. The work was supported by a 
National Endowment for the Arts Composer/Librettist Fellowship Grant. 

Program notes by the composers. 
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